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Parish Weekly Diary....
Saturday 29 August
The Passion of St John the Baptist
8.00am Mass - Burleigh Heads

Sunday 30 August
Social Justice Sunday - focus on mental health
7.00am Mass - Burleigh Heads (50+ people)
7.00am Mass - Palm Beach (50+ people)
8.30am Mass - Mudgeeraba (75+ people)
8.30am Mass - Miami (75+ people)
10.00am Mass - Burleigh Waters
(100+ people - live-streamed)

6.00pm

Mass - Burleigh Waters (100+ people)

Monday 31 August
Legacy Week
9.00am Mass - Miami
Tuesday 1 September
St Giles
7.30am Mass - Burleigh Waters (live-streamed)
Wednesday 2 September
Bd Andre Grasset
8.00am Morning Prayer of Divine Office
5.30pm Mass - Palm Beach
Thursday 3 September
St Gregory
5.30pm Mass - Mudgeeraba
Friday 4 September
Bd Dina Belanger
10.00am Mass - Burleigh Waters
(100+ people - live-streamed)

Saturday 5 September
St Teresa of Calcutta
8.00am Mass - Burleigh Heads

Sunday 6 September
7.00am
7.00am
8.30am
8.30am
10.00am

Mass - Burleigh Heads (50+ people)
Mass - Palm Beach (50+ people)
Mass - Mudgeeraba (75+ people)
Mass - Miami (75+ people)
Mass - Burleigh Waters

6.00pm

Mass - Burleigh Waters (100+ people)

(100+ people - live-streamed)

Monday 7 September
9.00am Mass - Miami

Twenty-second Sunday in Ordinary Time
Social Justice Sunday - focus on Mental Health

30 August, 2020
Year A: Jer 20:7-9; Rom 12:1-1; Mt 16:21-27
next week's Readings: Ezek 33:7-9; Rom 13:8-10; Mt 18:15-20

“To thine own self be true” – these words of William Shakespeare in Act 1, Scene III of
Hamlet, Polonius says this to his son before he departs. Polonius believes that a person
can be harmless and good to others when he is financially sound. Therefore, he must
be loyal to his best interests first, then take care of others. However, the modern age
has given it an entirely different meaning, as it connotes the ideas of truth, selfownership, and individuality. I have often heard this quote invoked to justify what
amounts to a lack of character. Truth to yourself for me means to be aware of your inner
dialogue. Are you constantly tearing yourself down? If you focus on the negative, you’ll
start to see only the worst in yourself and others. Instead, build yourself up. Encourage
yourself. When you make a mistake, learn and move on. Show yourself the same
patience, forgiveness, and respect that you’d extend to someone else. It makes a huge
difference. Is this dangerous advice? Does this play against what scripture is inviting us
to this Sunday? In fact it may be a play on words that your individuality is not paramount
but something else is at stake here.
Our Romans reading for this Sunday has Paul preaching - "Do not conform yourselves
to this age; but be transformed by the renewal of your mind that you may discern what is
the will of God, what is good and pleasing and perfect" – not to you but to God.
In the world of modernism and relativism the Christian conscious struggles. It is so
much easier to just conform to the world of today or we end up living to two worlds. It is
clear we can’t take the cross out of our religion. We can’t take it out of our daily
consciousness either. We may not suffer on the same kind of cross Jesus did, or be
martyred the way so many who have followed him have been. But still, Jesus tells us we
must each take up our cross and follow him – and the cross costs. The cross is not
simply something we wear as an accessory around our necks. The cross will cost us if
we follow what Paul tells us today.
Jeremiah preached against the world he lived in and seemingly felt abandoned by God.
Judging from the Jeremiah reading, rewards for a job well done don’t always hold for a
prophet who fulfils his/her job description. Jeremiah, not one to hold back his feelings,
speaks right up to God. "You duped me, O Lord." (The word for "duped" can also be
translated, "seduced.") Either Jeremiah feels he walked right into a trap by responding
to God’s invitation (1: 5-10) or, he feels that though he tried to resist the allure of God,
he couldn’t. In either case, he is up to his neck in trouble. What was particularly hard for
Jeremiah to swallow was that he wasn’t undergoing trials because he shirked his
responsibilities. He is suffering precisely because he has been faithful to his calling. He
has had a tough job to perform. Judah, under strong Egyptian domination, had adopted
pagan cults from Mesopotamia and Canaan. The prophet had denounced this false
worship and predicted the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem. He spoke "violence
and outrage" to his own people. Thus, he angered the political and religious leaders of
his day and was beaten and jailed. His faithfulness to the message entrusted him by
God, was the reason he was treated so harshly by his contemporaries.
The interaction between Jesus and Peter’s world views clashed and Peter wanted to set
things right. It does not appear that Jesus’ disciples understood what they were getting
into either, when they first accepted Jesus’ invitation to follow him. Today’s gospel
passage reveals that he is getting clearer about
his impending suffering. Like Jeremiah, Jesus
will suffer for doing exactly what God wanted
done. His rejection will come, not only at the
hands of political opponents, but also by those
religious leaders whose interpretation of God
and God’s ways differed radically from Jesus’.
Did the disciples realise what they were getting
into when they said "Yes" to his invitation to
follow him? They are learning that serving Jesus,
responding to God’s call, even though this is a
good thing to do, does not guarantee smooth
sailing.
Integrity starts with the grace that God gives you
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to act and be.

Why does God allow evil? [part 5]
Now that we explored the existence of evil
that may serve a known or unknown good.
What of evil that doesn’t serve any good?
The philosopher William Rowe admits,
“There is a fairly compelling argument for
the view that the existence of evil is
logically consistent with the existence of the
theistic God.” However, Rowe claims that, while it is logically
possible God has good reasons for permitting evil in the world, it
seems incredible that there exist reasons that justify the huge
amount of suffering we observe.
As a result, this suffering seems more compatible with an absent
God than with a purposefully inactive one. Rowe calls this the
“evidential argument from evil,” because, rather than the mere
presence of evil making it impossible that God exists (i.e., the
logical argument from evil), the evidence of large amounts of evil
makes it unlikely God exists. According to Rowe, although God
may tolerate some evils because they serve a greater good (like
allowing humans to have free will), there are other evils that seem
to serve no greater good. Some of these are called natural evils,
and they include things not caused by humans, such as bush fires,
cyclones, and cancer, that kill a large number of creatures every
year. Rowe provides one specific example of such a natural evil:
In the Australian bush lightening strikes, and a bush fire results. In
the fire a koala is trapped and horribly burned, and lies in terrible
agony for several days before death relieves its suffering.
Rowe argues that evils like this serve no greater good and are
therefore more compatible with the nonexistence of God. Even
though Rowe cannot prove these evils are pointless with the same
certainty we can prove 1+1=2, he maintains that the evidence
makes it highly probable the evils are pointless, and therefore it is
extremely unlikely that God exists.
There are several ways a person who believes in God may
consider this scenario. One less popular approach is to claim that
there is no contradiction between the existence of God and the
existence of evils that serve no greater good (i.e., pointless or
gratuitous evils). The philosopher Peter van Inwagen defends this
approach and argues that the concept of “gratuitous evil” is a fuzzy
one. He writes:
[God] cannot remove all the horrors from the world, for that would
frustrate his plan for reuniting human beings with himself. And if he
prevents only some horrors, how shall he decide which ones to
prevent? Where shall he draw the line?—the line between
threatened horrors that are prevented and threatened horrors that
are allowed to occur? I suggest that wherever he draws the line, it
will be an arbitrary line.
So, according to van Inwagen, just as a judge must draw a line
and impose a sentence that is not necessary for carrying out a
goal like “effective deterrence” (e.g., a prison sentence of nine
years and 364 days would be just as effective as a ten-year prison
sentence when it comes to deterring crime), God has to “draw a
line” and allow some evils that are not strictly necessary for
attaining a greater good.
Then we need to ask – is there pointless evil? In contrast to van
Inwagen, most theistic philosophers prefer to claim that pointless
evils exist. They ask, “How do we know there are some evils that
don’t serve a good end?” After all, we can at least conceive of
some good reasons God would have for allowing natural evil to
exist.
Natural evils may, for example, serve to build our character and
help us develop virtue (this is also called a “soul-making”
theodicy). Think of the people who selflessly donate time, money,
and even things like blood to help with disaster relief projects. We
recognize that such acts of compassion are intrinsically good, and
when humans freely choose to perform such acts, their choices
gradually change their characters and can lead to the great good
of their becoming virtuous people. In fact, many of the virtues that
make the world a better place are practiced in response to some
evil. Consider:
 Courage: Doing what is right in the face of danger.
 Compassion: Suffering alongside someone.
 Love: Putting another person’s needs ahead of your own.
Moreover, natural evils may be an acceptable consequence of
living in a world governed by natural laws that lacks gratuitous

miraculous interventions (e.g., the fire that warms us can also kill
us unless God always intervenes miraculously when fire gets out
of hand). Such a world may be an ideal place for embodied, moral
agents to live, grow in virtue, and ultimately come to know their
creator. The Catechism of the Catholic Church puts it this way in
Article 310:
But why did God not create a world so perfect that no evil could
exist in it? With infinite power God could always create something
better. But with infinite wisdom and goodness God freely willed to
create a world “in a state of journeying” towards its ultimate
perfection. In God’s plan this process of becoming involves the
appearance of certain beings and the disappearance of others, the
existence of the more perfect alongside the less perfect, both
constructive and destructive forces of nature. With physical good
there exists also physical evil as long as creation has not reached
perfection.
Of course, an atheist could say that even if good reasons exist to
justify natural evil in general, that is not the same as proving God
has good reasons for allowing specific instances of natural or
allegedly pointless evil (e.g., the Indian Ocean tsunami, the
Holocaust, etc.). The problem with this approach is that it
concludes that there are no good reasons for these evils just
because those reasons are not immediately apparent to us.
But consider the phenomena of “no-see-ums,” which is a term
used by the Christian philosopher Alvin Plantinga. It refers to
insects you can’t see with the naked eye but that have painful
bites. The lesson to be learned from no-see-ums is that just
because you can’t see something that does not mean the thing in
question does not exist.
Granted, when I stand in my backyard and don’t see any
elephants, I am justified in saying, “There are no elephants in my
backyard.” But if I say, “I don’t see any fleas in my backyard,” I am
not justified in saying, “There are no fleas in my backyard.” After
all, there might be fleas in my backyard, but because they are so
small, I am not able to see them. When it comes to the good
reasons God has for allowing particular evils to exist we must
ask, “Should those reasons be as obvious as elephants or as
imperceptible as fleas?”
This approach to the evidential problem of evil is also called
skeptical theism. It argues that since human beings are limited by
time and space, we are no more in a good position to see how
seemingly pointless evil can lead to greater goods in the future
than we are in a good position to see fleas in a yard. The sheer
number of possibilities that can be generated by seemingly
inconsequential events is simply beyond our comprehension
supposedly.
For example, we could sometimes ponder why a father refused his
son to travel on a plane that later crashed, or a greatgrandmother’s refusal to let her daughter travel on the Titanic. It’s
amazing to think of all the effects in the future that would have
been drastically different had the father or the grandmother not
made such a simple choice. And this is just one example, but it is
enough to show that an evil that exists in the present can have
good effects hundreds or thousands of years from now that we are
unable to fathom or predict.
To summarise, the evidential argument from evil relies on the
atheist being able to prove that it is very unlikely there are “good
reasons that justify serious evils.” But human beings are not in a
good epistemic (or knowledge-gaining) position to know those
reasons do not exist. Therefore, the evidential argument from evil
can’t prove that God probably does not exist.
Finally, a theist could reverse Rowe’s argument in the following
way: If pointless evils exist, then God does not exist; but God does
exist; therefore, pointless evils do not exist.
Because the evidential argument from evil tries to show only that
God’s existence is improbable (and not impossible), it is only fair
that the evidence for the existence of God be factored into the
discussion. One important piece of evidence would be the very
concepts of objective evils, objective goods, and the moral truth
that one may only allow evil in order to obtain a greater good or
prevent a greater evil (a premise that lies at the heart of the
evidential argument from evil). A successful moral argument for
the existence of God could show that the very moral framework
that the evidential argument from evil relies on in order to make its
case is only consistent within a theistic framework.
part 6 of 6 next week

This Sunday is Social Justice Sunday
Social Justice Statement 2020-21

The COVID-19 pandemic is affecting the mental health of many members of our parishes, schools and communities. Understanding mental
health will help us to be aware of those who need our support.
In the Social Justice Statement 2020-21, To Live Life to the Full: Mental health in Australia today, the Bishops invite us all to reject
stigmatisation, to work for the transformation of social determinants of mental ill-health, and to call for policies and service provision that
meets the needs of the poorest and most marginalised members of our community.

PRAYER FOR MENTAL HEALTH

Jesus, you invite us all into the fullness of life.
May we support one another to flourish in body, mind and spirit.
Strengthen our commitment to ensure that nobody falls through gaps in our systems of care.
People called you mad. Help us to recognise you in those who suffer mental ill-health today.
Show us how to eliminate stigmatisation of mental ill-health from our parishes, schools,
communities and organisations.
You drew near to those who were suffering in body or mind.
May we too feel your nearness when we struggle with mental health challenges.
May we be one as members of Your Body.
You invite us to share in your ministry of love and true compassion.
May we be empowered by your Spirit to reach out to all people in need.
May we build communities of welcome and inclusion. Amen
For further details about the Catholic Bishops’ Statement, visit the Office for Social Justice website www.socialjustice.catholic.org.au
or call (02) 8306 3499

SEPTEMBER PARISH 6 Day PILGRIMAGE of CREATION
While we are in COVID times our Parish is encouraging all to join us online for
the Pilgrimage of Creation. Each day from 1 - 6 September we will post on our
parish facebook a picture of the earth from around our parish. If others wish to
send in their photos we can post these too.
Last year, the Holy Father Pope Francis officially invited the faithful to
participate in this annual “season of increased prayer and effort on behalf of our common home.” As the Holy Father said, "this is
the season for letting our prayer be inspired anew,” a season “to reflect on our lifestyles,” and a season “for undertaking prophetic
actions . . . calling for courageous decisions . . .directing the planet towards life, not death."
Join us and the world as we pray the Pilgrimage of Creation ending Sunday 6th September. Facebook - BurleighCatholicParish

CALVARY CHURCH, MIAMI
Dear parishioners,
as you can see the work at Calvary Church is progressing well.
Our next stage is to build the hall at the side of the church. This will be a
demountable building with kitchen, morning tea deck, meeting rooms, and
storage.
To enable this we give the once in a life time opportunity for naming rights to the
building. Eg (Your Name) Community Centre. This right can be established
through a donation of $28,000 or negotiable. It gives you only and solely naming
rights and an appropriate sign on the building to that effect.
Please apply through letter to Padre with your intent. All letters will be
considered by the Parish Advisory Council. Closing date 30 September.
Padre
GOLDEN WEDDING ANNIVERSARY MASS
- On Saturday 26 September at 11.30am at
St Stephen's Cathedral, Archbishop Mark will
celebrate Mass for the intentions of all
couples celebrating 50 years or more of
marriage. Attendance is restricted to 132.
Any couple in good health wishing to attend
is asked to contact the Cathedral Office on
3324 3030. The Mass will be livestreamed
via the Cathedral website for those who are
unable to attend in person.

PARISH LUNCH will be held on Thursday
3 September, Burleigh Sports Club,
11.45am. Please phone Margaret 5535 8714.

PARISH PODCAST
Follow our parish podcast channel to listen to
weekly homilies and updates on your phone/
mobile devices. Search 'Burleigh Heads
Parish' on your favourite podcast app.

PLANNED GIVING
Sincere thanks to all who have continued to
support the Parish during these difficult
times. Details for internet banking: BSB:
064 786; A/c No: 00605 1108; A/c Name:
Burleigh Parish; Reference: Planned Giving/
Surname.

SICK & SPECIAL NEEDS

Your prayers have been requested for
Michael Allan, Patricia Ashton, Peter
Bennett, Leigh Boulcher, William Buckley,
James Burke, Diane Busutil, Mary Cale, Jan
Carmont, Jacqui & Emile Cloete & family,
Norma Evans, Angelita Freda, Geromy
Grima, Fred Grioli, Kath Hare, Vera Havlik,
TELEPHONE MASS - 5647 3442.
Jean Hokin, Denis McEnery, Terezia Meleg,
Fay & John Mooney, Pat Moy, Stephen
DECEASED
Murray, Rosanna Ng, Josie Nicolas, Eileen
Masses have been requested for the recently O’Neill, Michael Onn, Sean O’Reilly, Anne
deceased and for friends and relatives whose Owens, Phyllis Pola, Goldina Pondoc,
anniversaries occur at this time: Hendrika William Sheehan, Peter Smith, Andrew
Toorenburg, Albert Rennie, Valerie Mann.
Supple, Graham Zendler, Norah Zipf, the
May the choirs of angels come to greet you ...
sick of our Parish and all in need of God’s
healing Spirit.
May you find eternal life.
SATURDAY VIGIL MASS RETURNS TO THE PARISH - starting 19 September 5pm Calvary Church, Miami and 6pm Our Lady of the Way Church, Palm Beach.
Also, Sunday evening Mass will return to 5.30pm at Burleigh Waters on 20 September.

For the Kids ...
Jesus began to make it clear to his disciples that he was destined to
go to Jerusalem and suffer grievously at the hands of the elders and
chief priests and scribes, to be put to death and to be raised up on
the third day.

Gospel

Mt 16:21-25

Then, taking him aside, Peter started to remonstrate with him.
‘Heaven preserve you, Lord,’ he said. ‘This must not happen to you.’
But he turned and said to Peter, ‘Get behind me, Satan! You are an obstacle in my path, because the way you think is not God’s
way but man’s.’
Then Jesus said to his disciples, ‘If anyone wants to be a follower of mine, let him renounce himself and take up his cross and
follow me. For anyone who wants to save his life will lose it; but anyone who loses his life for my sake will find it."

